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Displaying Healthcare Informatics �rough Node-and-Link Visualizations: 
Can Social Network Modeling Improve Healthcare Provision and 
Advance Preventive Healthcare Practice More So �an Other GUI Models?
WILLIAM M. BEVINGTON, PIIM

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

�e Parsons Institute for Information Mapping (PIIM) builds knowl-
edge tools that permit actionable insight from the use of interactive,  
visual displays. We perform this work on two levels: immediate,  
practical engagement on tools for next-level deployment, and modeling 
future tool scenarios and theoretical e�orts toward “next-next deploy-
ment.” �is document discusses preparation for such a next-next level. 
It is divided into four parts: 1) this introductory section; 2) a brief 
section outlining a taxonomy of components relative to node-and-link 
diagrams (summarized through a table on page 9); 3) a thorough inves-
tigation of extant visual models from which the taxonomy is derived, 
and; 4) a brief summary discussing the features and underlying deploy-
ment concepts and logic that would be combined with the node-and-
link structures for a GUI healthcare toolset. �e objective is to use this 
document for general guidance to “visually scope out” a healthcare 
knowledge toolset that embraces a node-and-link presentation method 
for healthcare provision and reception. Further, this “network centric” 
healthcare work�ow system will be targeted to support a “medical 
home” healthcare approach (or other emerging healthcare provider /re-
cipient, models); particularly in respect to preventive health, scenarios.

�e principal argument of the paper is that node-and-link pre-
sentation logic supports improved usability (for both providers and 
preventive-care-oriented recipients) on two potential levels: the cogni-
tive and the technical. �e cognitive aspect is achieved through the 
resultant presentations themselves; the technical aspects are work�ow 
related and advocated through the techniques of touchscreen, gesture-
based interface navigation. Node-and-link models are well leveraged 
via gesture-based interoperability, and gesture based navigation is 
made more pro�cient through the types of scaling, contextualizing, 
“see-and-replace” sequencing, sliding, etcetera, that node-and-link pre-
sentations can readily support.  Also, node-and-link presentations are 
easily navigated through 3D representations, another potential value of 
this suggested approach.

It will be argued here that even the most complex node-and-link 
presentations are composed of only �ve essential components. �ese 
are: nodes, links, grounds, change-agents, and annotations. Generally, 
nodes are entities, and links are connections between those entities. 
Grounds, when present, provide context. Change agents provide for 
the dynamic nature of the knowledge tool when such a diagram or pre-
sentations is not static. Annotations are a kind of “ine�ciency factor” 
within the presentation; these provide speci�c details or references, 
generally through text, when the symbolic, contextual, or structural 

OBJECTIVES 

Investigate and pursue a “next-level” data  
visualization “node-and-link” method that can 
support a: 1) network-centric, 2) healthcare-
focused, 3) comparison-driven graphic user 
interface (GUI). 
 
Lend credence to the argument that such a 
node-and-link type interface could support 
healthcare recipients — depicted  as  “avatar’’ 
nodes, or other elements within a healthcare-
provider-to-healthcare-recipient documenta-
tion GUI — with an aim to permit useful 
comparison within an individual’s history, or, 
within a “control” group. 
 
Investigate how visual outcomes rendered 
through node-and-link models and associated 
“semi-constrained relational” presentations 
may greatly facilitate healthcare analysis. 
Discuss how node-and-link models provide 
strengths via attributes of interconnected-
ness, scaling, context, and understanding of 
cause-and-e�ect supported by the kinds of GUI 
environments that such node-and-link models 
portray. Develop a taxonomy of visualization 
and component elements designed for such 
a network-based presentation and compare 
examples of network presentations to support 
the outcomes of this taxonomy.

Provide the groundwork to begin modeling a 
prototype example of such a “relationally semi-
constrained” GUI for Patient-Centered Medical 
Home work�ow informatics.
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aspects of the presentation are not self-informative. Annotations are 
the last-mile of informativeness and are present in almost all informa-
tive visualizations. 

Every user-interface toolset has one, or multiple, “core principles” that 
support its e�ective deployment (assuming the objective to permit ac-
tionable insight through the use of interactive visual displays). �ese are 
balanced against “core challenges” which would inhibit the e�ectiveness 
of the knowledge toolset. It will be argued here that the core principles 
for a more e�ective healthcare informatics knowledge toolset are the use 
of: 1) semi-constrained relational presentation formats (node-and-link 
style), 2) the technical attributes of gesture-based navigation methods to 
leverage the presentations, 3) a capability to integrate the professional 
language (jargon) of healthcare providers and a non-professional lan-
guage (vulgate) of the healthcare recipients, 4) a capability to scale and 
provide healthdata from the one to the many; i.e., from the secure and 
protected data respecting an individual recipient to the anonymous data-
pool of the many, 5) the interconnectedness of all these. �e challenges to 
all these are fairly self-evident and are discussed within the greater text.

�e oldest model of healthcare: a wise and experienced doctor 
treating his patient in a direct, case-by-case method is the simplest of 
node-and-link scenarios: the doctor and patient are nodes and their 
relationship is a link. �is model had slowly, but now is being rap-
idly, supplemented by myriad interface tools, whereby the healthcare 
provider interacts through many proxies toward the healthcare recipi-
ent. �is interface can be understood as a “bundle of links” between 
the caregiver node and the care-recipient node. �ese links currently 
“separate” the healthcare provider from the healthcare recipient; the 
goal is to make this interface better connect these two entities. Also, 
as government continually expands its role as the healthcare interface 
proxy, the need to �nd e�ciencies through scale is ampli�ed; this is 
a major factor of advocacy for applying a social network informat-
ics logic to the healthcare model, and to support this model through 
visualizations that render the most e�ective presentations for social 
networks: (social) network diagrams.

Indeed, it may be possible to embed such a bundled-link (with a 
complete and e�ective language) providing an easy-to-use full picture 
of the wellness model for both doctor and patient. �rough such a 
richly bundled link system, every single case (and condition) extant 
would become a visibly and cognitively understood “roadway” between 
each and every stakeholder node (provider, recipient, infrastructure 
manager, government payer, manager, etcetera). �is would create ab-
solute �uidity of practice through a protocol of analyzed procedure and 
multiple ways to create high levels of e�ectiveness with commensurate 
levels of e�ciency in practice. In essence, users could place any node 
onto a “map” and then compare, reveal, or assign ideal patterns of in-
teractively through selection and analysis of links between such nodes. 
�is kind of toolset may be a perfect presentation compliment to the 
emerging real-world Medical Home model, and therefore, a potential 
interface toolset that well supports the vision of an advancing practice 
such as medical home model (or other future healthcare scenarios).

�e term relationals refers to one of four kinds 
of visual examples. �ey are described in a vi-
sualization taxonomy that focuses on classify-
ing and creating informative imagery. �e four 
are Pictorials, Quantitatives, Relationals (the 
kind being investigated here) and, Symbols. 
Each of the other three will also play a role in 
the development of a node-and-link presenta-
tion, but Relational is the focus of the research 
and development. For more information, see 
William M. Bevington, “PIIMPAPER01, Part 
One: A Visualization-based Taxonomy for 
Information Representation: Introduction 
and Overview” (New York: Parsons Institute 
for Information Mapping, 2007); Bevington, 
“PIIMPAPER01, Part �ree: A Visualization-
based Taxonomy for Information Representa-
tion: Identifying Images with Icon Schematics 
(New York: Parsons Institute for Information 
Mapping, 2008).

�e term basemaps refers to the underlying 
structure (sometimes visible and sometimes not 
visible) that locates the visual elements placed 
upon it. Within informative imagery basemaps 
support Pictures, Quantities, Relationals, or 
Symbols.
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ASSUMPTIONS

�e undertaking involves the consideration of a node-and-link 
network healthcare toolset. Toolset refers to a graphic user interface 
that permits communication interactively between healthcare provid-
ers and healthcare recipients. Importantly, this network is enhanced 
through data that provides contextual and comparative health-related 
data that will inform users of their “status” in relation to change and 
groups. In order to model such a GUI an underlying taxonomy needs 
to be developed. �is taxonomy is composed of elements that would be 
part of a node-and-link diagram, as well as a description of their (the 
elements’) characteristics. We refer to these descriptions of the nature 
of the components as an ontology.  In order to investigation and pres-
ent  “building-block” elements of a proposed Social Network system, 
we �rst argue that such a node-and-link system is part of a family of 
visualizations called “Relationals” (see de�nition on former page).
�erefore, we argue that the most e�ective way to present healthcare 
data/communications is through a relationally-based visualization; and 
then speci�cally through a node-and-link (semi-constrained relational 
method). A node-and-link visualization scheme is a “Relationals,” or 
“R-type” visualization. �is document is concerned with core “pro-
vider/recipient” interaction, and how these core elements may later be 
constructed into full, representative network diagrams, particularly as 
that modeling method falls under a “Medical Home” model using a 
network-centric visualization schema. Such diagramming is targeted 
to assist in revealing the e�ectiveness in relationships of results-orien-
tated connectivity between all the healthcare stakeholders: healthcare 
recipients, healthcare providers, and the extensive �eld of healthcare 
enablers.

INTRODUCTION

Data visualization tools that handle considerable sets of interrelated 
data (such as systems designed to handle so-called big data, particu-
larly those that must �nd unexpected correlations) and data-supported 
massive-communication tools (such as social-network visualizations) 
increasingly rely on presentations that depict relationships through 
nodes-and-link diagrams. �ese two aspects: truly quantitative data 
and a highly social network would indicate that node-and-link (rela-
tional; speci�cally: semi-constrained relational) diagramming could be 
a superior way to navigate and respond to healthcare issues. To pursue 
this train of investigation we ask how medically-oriented connec-
tions relative to healthcare practice are currently understood through 
visualizations: how might this network be diagrammed? What should 
constitute “nodes” in such a network diagram; what should constitute 
“links” in such a diagram? What other parts are there? Can node-and-
link diagrams be placed into larger contexts (such as other relational 
or “locational” types of “basemaps?” [see de�nition on former page]). 
How can all the stakeholders be depicted in such diagrams: healthcare 
recipients (e.g., patients); healthcare providers (e.g., doctors and per-
sons trained and licensed to provide direct [or indirect] care to health-

Pictorial: Semi-constrained

Pictorial: Constrained

Quantitative: Unconstrained

Quantitative: Constrained

Relational: Constrained

Symbolic: Unconstrained

Symbolic: Constrained

Relational: Semi-constrained,
�e pattern of focus  
for this research undertaking

1.

2,

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

5.
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care recipients, etcetera); insurers, other capital resource contributors; 
administrators; pharmacological providers, medical equipment provid-
ers, data collection and medical information technology providers, 
medical tools contractors and suppliers; medical infrastructure facili-
ties (hospitals, out-patient, clinics, and patient locations, etcetera); and 
others involved in medical intelligence support entities (all information 
systems-collection and display, including knowledge capture, storage, 
and distribution)? How is medical process, and the various types of 
treatment time frames and visitations to be shown in such connectiv-
ity? Importantly, can such a network diagram reveal non-apparent 
strengths and weaknesses of the current healthcare paradigm? How 
does the healthcare recipient (as opposed to all the other stakeholders) 
provide intelligence into the system? And how can the intrinsic compo-
nents of such a network diagram be re-arranged and thereby leveraged 
to improve actual healthcare practice? Also, how are all the concerns of 
healthcare providers signi�ed within such as system?

ABSTRACT

�e most feature-rich, and e�ective method for displaying health-
care informatics may be through node-and-link visualizations. Social 
network-style and logic-based modeling could improve healthcare 
provision and advance preventive healthcare practice more so than 
other graphic user interface models and visualizations. Node-and-link 
visualizations are e�ectively navigated via touch-screen and gesture-
based graphical user interface models; and these could well support 
preventive healthcare practice by providing the most �exible kind of 
healthcare provider/healthcare recipient toolset for the near future. 
Node-and-link modeling is a highly pro�cient approach to “asymmet-
ric” input/output (capture/display) data �ow. �is means that massive 
amounts of data, or data that might be extremely di�cult to under-
stand in its more professional and jargon-rich formats can be displayed 
in insightful, compact ways via node-and-link methods. Additionally 
node-and-link models can seamlessly allow healthcare providers and 
healthcare recipients to access similar data sets with very di�erent 
visual presentations, both graphically and publishing device wise. Such 
an interface model can permit targeted delivery of information on one 
hand, and big data type analytics for analysis on the other, because 
node-and-link presentations may can be approached from simple icon 
generation to immense presentation and contextual depth. Just as 
professionals in medical practice are looking at new ways to adminis-
ter and manage healthcare through such models as patient-centered 
medical home — information design professionals are looking at new 
ways to deal with society’s insatiable desire for, and generation of, in-
formation. In the last decade network visualization, generally realized 
through node-and-link presentations, have begun to dominate as a 
solution to big data requirements. Such visualizations methods should 
be applied to healthcare toolsets in order to e�ectively match the new 
requirement for healthcare and advance the sharing of information 
through every level of the healthcare enterprise.  

Experimental interface concepts utilizing 
social networks. �ese kinds of displays reveal 
insightful patterns and permit opportunities
for bene�cial change.
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care recipients, etcetera); insurers, other capital resource contributors; 
administrators; pharmacological providers, medical equipment provid-
ers, data collection and medical information technology providers, 
medical tools contractors and suppliers; medical infrastructure facili-
ties (hospitals, out-patient, clinics, and patient locations, etcetera); and 
others involved in medical intelligence support entities (all information 
systems-collection and display, including knowledge capture, storage, 
and distribution)? How is medical process, and the various types of 
treatment time frames and visitations to be shown in such connectiv-
ity? Importantly, can such a network diagram reveal non-apparent 
strengths and weaknesses of the current healthcare paradigm? How 
does the healthcare recipient (as opposed to all the other stakeholders) 
provide intelligence into the system? And how can the intrinsic compo-
nents of such a network diagram be re-arranged and thereby leveraged 
to improve actual healthcare practice? Also, how are all the concerns of 
healthcare providers signi�ed within such as system?

ABSTRACT

�e most feature-rich, and e�ective method for displaying health-
care informatics may be through node-and-link visualizations. Social 
network-style and logic-based modeling could improve healthcare 
provision and advance preventive healthcare practice more so than 
other graphic user interface models and visualizations. Node-and-link 
visualizations are e�ectively navigated via touch-screen and gesture-
based graphical user interface models; and these could well support 
preventive healthcare practice by providing the most �exible kind of 
healthcare provider/healthcare recipient toolset for the near future. 
Node-and-link modeling is a highly pro�cient approach to “asymmet-
ric” input/output (capture/display) data �ow. �is means that massive 
amounts of data, or data that might be extremely di�cult to under-
stand in its more professional and jargon-rich formats can be displayed 
in insightful, compact ways via node-and-link methods. Additionally 
node-and-link models can seamlessly allow healthcare providers and 
healthcare recipients to access similar data sets with very di�erent 
visual presentations, both graphically and publishing device wise. Such 
an interface model can permit targeted delivery of information on one 
hand, and big data type analytics for analysis on the other, because 
node-and-link presentations may can be approached from simple icon 
generation to immense presentation and contextual depth. Just as 
professionals in medical practice are looking at new ways to adminis-
ter and manage healthcare through such models as patient-centered 
medical home — information design professionals are looking at new 
ways to deal with society’s insatiable desire for, and generation of, in-
formation. In the last decade network visualization, generally realized 
through node-and-link presentations, have begun to dominate as a 
solution to big data requirements. Such visualizations methods should 
be applied to healthcare toolsets in order to e�ectively match the new 
requirement for healthcare and advance the sharing of information 
through every level of the healthcare enterprise.  
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Experimental interface concepts utilizing 
social networks. �ese kinds of displays reveal 
insightful patterns and permit opportunities
for bene�cial change.
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PROCEDURE 

�e preliminary investigation into the diagramming of healthcare 
node-and-link network model considers contemporary, professional 
practice, particularly as understood and administered in the United 
States with an increasing focus on the prevention of illness (versus 
treatment of illness) in today’s healthcare paradigm. Our ideal visual-
izations/presentations will be based upon the provider work�ow of a 
“Medical Home” model (but this may alter, or be expanded, through 
research). It became apparent early in the cycle that the diagram should 
not be “�xed” but rather made up of components, which then could be 
adjusted to illustrate change overall (current to proposed) and altera-
tion within (condition-by-condition) the diagrams. Essentially, what 
was needed was a toolkit of both node-and-link elements (the essential 
visual representatives of a social network diagram) and supporting 
visual elements that will best express change of design in the paradigm 
of healthcare. In order to create and build such a taxonomy it node-
and-link and network diagrams were �rst investigated from any �eld, 
and then form healthcare �elds. �is provided the greatest range and 
opportunities to “cull” creative solutions from a myriad of �eld-speci�c 
challenges.

�is concept of “network componentry,” speci�cally designed 
for the healthcare �eld, will have multiple bene�ts: it will allow for 
evolving research-based updates without major modi�cation to future 
complex diagrams (or user-interface toolsets); it will allow any part of 
the diagram to be easily extracted and annotated; it will allow for many 
alternate diagrams or parts of diagrams to be generated; and it will al-
low for proposed changes in medical practice to be illustrated step-by-
step. �rough these means, all kinds of arguments, considerations, and 
what-if-scenarios can be visually compared with their possible extenu-
ating circumstances. Finally, and perhaps the most bene�cial result of 
developing network-componentry related to a healthcare node-and-
link visualized network, may be the ability to lay the groundwork for 
a next-generation graphic user interface. �is could allow an interface 
application where a (network style) diagram becomes the “control-side, 
the information input, and the retrieval sides of a healthcare provider 
and healthcare recipient shared toolset.” 

As the network components are fully scalable, many levels of 
information could be understood in relation to one another—allowing 
components to be modi�ed, re-purposed or, re-linked to generate a 
highly insightful knowledge tool. A graphic user interface based on a 
Healthcare Provision Social Network paradigm may be a very promis-
ing healthcare tool in-and-of itself, complementing the objectives for 
healthcare improvement that are envisioned for the (near-future) Med-
ical Home model. �e document lays the groundwork for a network 
“taxonomy” related to the healthcare paradigm. �is portion is fairly 
wide-ranging (generalist) in consideration of network componentry, 
generated as a typical “�rst-view” of a suggested interface,and then 
later to create a storyboard based upon a study of diabetes and obesity. 
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CONSIDERATIONS OF PRACTITIONERS

During the development of the components under the “Healthcare 
Provision Social Networks” initiative the following issues are currently 
considered (column right). Ideally these are to be considered in terms 
of current practice with an aim toward future practice. �ey are con-
sidered, �rst, holistically (from the macro view), through the compari-
son of current practice versus medical home practice. However, this 
macro view will need to be broken down to the smallest, most clearly 
de�nable “requirement/desirement” listings. �rough this “smallest 
multiple” logic di�erent networks can be built up and easily compared 
one to another.

Enhance a) preventive care; 2) primary  
care, and 3) secondary care through these  
considerations:

1. Increased productivity

2. Decreased expense to perform

3. More rapid documentation

4. More rapid dissemination to others relevant    
    healthcare providers

5. Increase in encounter quantity without 
    decrease in quality

6. Minimize transcription and chart-pulling  
    expenses

7. Improve E & M coding

8. Increase legibility and/or consistency of 
    documentation

9. Reference to best-practice coding

10. Improve communications throughout the 
      immediate healthcare provider group/sta�

11. Improve communications throughout
      relevant external healthcare provider
      group/sta�

12. Document medical decision making of 
      group

13. Document common/uncommon work�ow   
      procedures within group

14. Track (for later recall if required)
      communication �ow within group

15. Improve alert functions of patient to
      caregiver

16. Improve alert functions of urgency to other   
      providers within group

17. Document communications that might fall 
      outside of work�ow

18. Improve follow-up to every encounter

19. Create work�ow templates for continuous   
      and incremental service improvement

20. Create and improve protocols for each area 
      of health (e.g. diabetes, Hypertension, 
      etcetera)

21. Develop special templates that assist
      patients (such as school excuse forms,  
      etcetera)
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Displaying Healthcare Informatics �rough Node-and-Link Visualizations: 
Can Social Network Modeling Improve Healthcare Provision and 
Advance Preventive Healthcare Practice More So �an Other GUI Models?

BASE TAXONOMY OF THE NODE AND LINK DIAGRAM

Brie�y recapping from the introduction we’ll be looking to derive a 
workable collection of types as seen, and derived from, node-and-link 
visualizations: �e types will be classed within a taxonomy of:

a) node(s) (always evident)
b) link(s) (nearly always evident)
c) ground(s) (optional context-adding dimension)
d) change agent(s) (data input/output that renders alternate  
presentations and sequenced/dynamic representations) 

e) annotations: labels, nomenclature, or supporting text, etc. 

Beyond merely listing the node, link, ground, and change agent devices 
we’ll consider their nature, or ontology. �e ontological aspect permits 
further distinction respecting the nature of node-and-link diagrams 
and allows the elements to be understood by the patterns they belong 
too. From this point we’ll consider “kinds” of renderings that the 
devices may fall under and the attributes that the varying kinds tend 
to convey. Last we will look at the structural way in which all these 
devices may be generally organized. A composed overview of each of 
these aspects in summarized in the table on the following page.  

�is taxonomy will then provide us with a guide that may be 
used when we consider what a node-and-link graphic user interface 
might look like for a healthcare enterprise. �e section which follows 
this provides a compendium of sixty node-and-link examples. �e 
last section of this submission will then address aspects of the link-to-
node and node-to-link relationship, and bene�cial asymmetry in data 
collection and display. �ese will provide a resource for the next stage 
of the undertaking, the development of a proposed GUI interface for 
healthcare with multiple kinds of node-and-link logic as it might apply: 
depending on collection, provider, patient, and data distribution models.

NODE-AND-LINK DIAGRAMS

Within the eight classes of underlying  
structural matrices, our focus is on:  
Relational patterns that are Semi-constrained. 
Relational patterns are inherently cellular in 
nature, they possess points or polygons within 
an interrelated spatial (2D or ND) context. In-
herent values are determined via location. So, 
there are at least two informative requirements: 
cellular elements to contain, and placement 
of these within a greater context. �e points 
or cells may be visibly or non-visibly evident. 
Spreadsheets, and systems of grids (such as the 
periodic table of elements) are referred to as 
“Constrained Relational Patterns” — every ele-
ment has its meaning established by placement. 
�e “links” are, in a sense, the walls of the 
touching cells: they are “zero-distance” links. 
In semi-constrained examples, these cells are 
not touching so they must be visibly connected 
by links that possess length and trajectory. �e 
link connects disjointed cells; hence, semi-
constrained. Further, the walls in relational 
constrained examples (touching) are o�en 
non-visible, as the contained elements reveal 
the pattern of the interrelationship. Conversely, 
as links in a semi-constrained example are 
by their nature explanatory they are nearly 
always visible. �e pattern of nodes in a semi-
constrained relational network is made evident 
by the links. We’ll simply refer to these kinds of 
semi-constraining networks as node-and-link 
diagrams for the balance of this paper.

Part One (General �esis):
�e Components Supporting Informatics of  
a Semi-Constrained Relational Network  
(e.g., Node-and-Link Presentation Logic)

Relational: Semi-constrained:
�e pattern of focus  
for this research undertaking
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DEVICE TYPE 
within network

NODE — ‘O’  
open node:
available to new  
connections or  
diconnections within 
the greater network 
through links

NODE — ‘C’ 
closed node:
�xed within network 
and not available to 
new connections or  
disconnections.

LINK — ‘O’ 
open link:
connecting device 
within network open 
to modi�cation of 
characteristics

LINK — ‘C’ 
closed link:
restricted connecting 
device within  
network, not open 
to modi�cation of 
characteristics

GROUND 
basemap providing 
contextual reference 
for all node and  
link devices

CHANGE 
AGENT 
causes (visible or  
non-visible) that  
result in the 
modi�cation of the 
network

NATURE 

nodes are tasked 
with the function of 
identifying the  
character of any 
speci�c entity, 
one-from-another 
— conversely, there 
may be many like 
nodes that estab-
lish their collective 
distinction within 
the greater network, 
nodes carry this 
possible range of 
signifying attributes 
within the context of 
the greater network 
— with similar  
di�erences or di�er-
ent similarities 

ground (when pres-
ent) provides contex-
tual information for 
the network it is sup-
porting — geospatial 
data, or relational 
data in cells, or for 
other �elds 

 

temporal data 
aspects: by supplying 
data to node, link, 
or ground elements 
within the network 
change agents gener-
ate the next iteration 
of the network

VIS. TYPE 
VT-CAD* options

GROUND 
typical/possible  
visual types —
primarily  
constrained

  

non-applicable

STRUCTURE 
composition

-single component

-multiple component

-discrete component

-merged component

ATTRIBUTES 
variables

-toward accuracy
vs. emphasis

-as base element
vs. composed elem. 

-toward �gurative
vs. symbolic 
  
-toward singular 
vs. collective

-toward intelligence
vs. static

- within schema 
or self-identi�ed 
(e.g., as avatar)
 
-self signi�ed or  
as proxy

KINDS
visual composition

- as pictograph
 
- as ideograph

- as quantigraph

- as infograph

links indicate the 
connections between 
nodes — links may 
be “intelligent” or 
passive, or control: 
intelligent links car-
ry information (this 
can be data that 
is shared by both 
nodes, or supple-
mentary data to the 
nodes; passive links 
illustrate connection 
aspects only between 
the nodes, showing 
relationships but not 
necessarily de�ning 
them; control links 
feature temporal 
characteristics that 
modify nodes

NODE 
AND 
LINKS  
typical/possible  
visual types —
primarily  
unconstrained, 
sometimes semi-
constrained

-single component

-discrete component

  

-updated 

-pulsed

-continuous

  

- manual

- passive

  

(variable sources)

- thinness /
thickness 
 
- straightness / 
curvedness

- monotonal / 
colorful

- unbroken /
broken

- opaqueness /
transparency

-polygon

-line

-dot

-composite

- contiguous

-extracted

-layered

 
 
- pictorial ground 
(e.g., map) 

- as mathematical 
plane (x,y,z coord) 

- as cellular structure 
(e.g., columns/rows)

 
- connecting 
 
- non-connecting 
 
- direct

-non-direct

-discrete

- branching

- manifest

-iconographic

 
- singular

- multiple

- clustered

- multi-clustered

- composite

- composite-cluster

- multi-composite-
clustered
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NODE AND LINK: SEMI-CONSTRAINED VS CONSTRAINED

�e essential elements of a node-and-link diagram are obviously the 
namesake components of such a presentation: the nodes, and the 
links. As a comparative consider what nodes look like without links. 
A common relational arrangement of nodes may be found in a table 
format composed of columns and rows. As the elements are de�ned by 
their position in columns and rows, links are not required. As stated 
previously, the borders in tables serve as direct links and the table is 
merely full of entries, or nodes. �e structure is cellular. If one imag-
ines a table with all the elements now free to be moved according to 
whatever logic applies then a new need arises — the need for links. 
In one case the cells are �tted within a table, in the other they are free 
to move toward a new logical arrangement — yet both require visible 
or implied connections. �is also addresses the reason why columns 
and rows, seemingly more appropriated to contain a collection of cells, 
might fail to be e�ective. What occurs to demand that the constrained 
diagram should fragment into a semi-constrained display? It is usually 
a function of radically uneven distribution. Many nodes would need 
to be packed into one area of the table, while another area might have 
no nodes over hundreds of potential columns and rows. Generally the 
spatial advantages of order dictated by columns and rows fail to be of 
use, the nodes simply “need space” and cannot all crowd into equally 
distributed housing. 

NODE AND LINK: ELEMENTARY NATURE 
In the simplest kind of node-and-link healthcare visualization models 
an “a” node, might be the healthcare recipient, and a “b” node, a health-
care provider. �erefore, there would be as many “a” nodes as there are 
individual patients; however, there would be far fewer “b” nodes, the 
healthcare provider.

�e link between “a” and “b” nodes is to be considered desirable 
and consensual; that is, the healthcare recipient and healthcare provid-
er are in a relationship that aims to improve or maintain the healthcare 
recipient’s good health. �is is true even if there is a mutual goal to 
minimize the “density and frequency” of such a link, or even virtually 
eliminate it through prevention. �e purpose of the link is to increase 
the value for the “a” node (through good health) and the “b” node 

Two nodes connected by a link: the essence of 
the matter.

TAXONOMY TABLE 

�e table on the preceding page contains a comprehensive overview of 
all the possible elements within a node-and-link diagram (except for 
the annotations). �e components (device types) can be categorized 
under their qualities of node, link, ground, or change agent. Each of 
these, in turn, can be de�ned by its essential nature, its level of pattern 
�uidity (the constrained, semi-constrained, or unconstrained quality), 
the kinds of sub-types into which it falls, general attributes that may  
be associated with these kinds, and last, what types of structures are 
usually associated with the four visible device types. �e text which fol-
lows elaborates on the table and provides some deeper discussions on 
the ontology, or nature, of the key device types.
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(through e�ective healthcare provision, as well as payment for service 
and ful�llment of duties, etcetera). Nodes do not have to represent the 
patient or the doctor, of course. �ey can represent any entity to which 
they are assigned: they could represent a place, such as a hospital or 
clinic; they could represent a treatment, such as a vaccine or surgi-
cal procedure, they can represent an evaluation or a test. A challenge, 
of course, is that if di�erent nodes are to represent di�ering things a 
visual distinction must be applied to establish this fact. If every node is 
an individual the question arises, “What individual is this” such a ques-
tion can be handled with a simple textual label. If multiple distinctions 
begin to arise the label can be extended to include more information. 
Ultimately, it would be possible to have an unlimited number of exactly 
similar nodes with very extensive references around each to establish 
their distinction. However, all this annotation would be ridiculous 
from a visually coherent standpoint and the advantage of the node-
and-link diagram would be lost in a sea of annotation. �e links would 
then serve their base purpose of simply establishing connectedness. In 
practice one generally wants to “fold-up” annotation by imbuing the 
nodes with visually distinctive reference. 

NODES: SURFACE AND SHAPE 

By modifying the surface of the node through color or shading or by 
altering the shape of the node, or by doing both, a near endless level 
of distinctions can be made. As these distinctions are made textual 
supporting information is implied. In most cases such implications 
must be taught through a key or familiarity through intuition (former 
experience, insight), training, or new experience. In order for nodes to 
reveal character they must possess, or be assigned character. As they 
are visual elements character is applied at the aesthetic level. Once 
certain levels of primary distinction are set or projected enhancements 
proceed from increasingly subtle methods. Ultimately the character of 
distinction is conveyed by the nodes distinctiveness one-to-another.

NODES: STAGES OF DISTINCTION 

Once on the path of distinction the surface and the form may discrete 
by stages, or discrete by types. As mentioned, discretion through stages 
can be handled by shi�s in either “color” (i.e., surface) or form. Gener-
ally, there are noticeable jumps in the color or shape choices. �is helps 
to establish the requisite distinction. A deep blood orange for one node 
element and a red for another might not provide ready distinction 
between the two. An eleven sided form and a twelve sided form would 
obviously not provide the requisite distinction unless the viewer was 
a very close reader. �erefore one would usually design with a digital 
rather that analog kind of logic. Having said this there is the possibil-
ity that a node might be in the family of what we refer to as “intelligent 
icons.” �ese are devices that are constantly being modi�ed, according 
to some algorithm or collection of algorithms. In such cases change 
could be continuous but miniscule — nearly analog — across a range 
of nodes. So discretion by stages can be through easily recognizable 
variance, or less-than-easily recognizable variance. �is would depend 

A node-and-link cluster. Even this simple 
image implies that there is a central character 
within a �led of multiple charcters, and also, 
that there bay be a kind of distinction between 
the isolated element on the le� compared to the 
grouping on the right.
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on the application more tan likely, it is also likely that in instances 
where variations may be in very small increments the users of such 
tools could probably be very aware of such changes. In the examples 
that follow, section 2, the default design approach of requisite distinc-
tion between the nodes is evident. Examples of minor variance within 
stages is also evident in some examples. Interestingly, these are only 
apparent when one takes the time for more close viewing. Distinction 
may also be established by position — this is not to bring us back to the 
argument of columns and rows (though possible). Positional distinc-
tion in semi-constrained context is usually due to a noticeable pattern 
shi� and other aspects of a particular outlier aspect of one (or more) 
nodes compared to the others.  

NODES: INHERENT PATTERN 
Nodes are inherently nonconstrained and nonconstraining. �ey are 
like a symbol on a sign for a men’s or women’s room. �e sign can 
be carried around, it is not a�xed somewhere by its inherent nature. 
Instead, once a�xed upon a door it describes the nature of the room 
that lies beyond that door. In that respect the nature of a node as a 
symbol becomes very important. It carries intelligence that must �rst 
be applied by the language of the presentation it inhabits. �is adds to 
its unconstrained nature — if a user is not �rst familiarized with the 
meaning of an unconstrained devices such meanings may be lost or 
ine�ective. Unconstrained (and to a lesser degree) semi-constrained 
devices are not understood through pattern, but more o�en through 
learned familiarization.

NODES: KINDS (VISUAL COMPOSITION) 
Distinction of types (in the table under the column, kinds) applies to 
an essentially non-visual aspect of nodal distinction. Instead of merely 
applying visual variation (surface or shape) to indicate discretion, 
the nodes may have underlying logical variation. �ese variations are 
derived from meaning. �e nodes may be formed as little (generally 
highly simpli�ed) pictures, which we refer to as pictograph. �e node 
may be an ideograph (such as a skull-and-cross-bones, depicting poi-
son, pirates, or death). �e node may be sized (quantitative) to indicate 
value, it thus may be referred to as a quantigraph (a node of say, 2 mm 
diameter representing 100 individuals and of 4 mm diameter repre-
senting 500, etc.). Or the node may possess some composite of these 
type/kinds distinction — say both pictorial and sized. In this case we 
use the term infograph as a descriptor. We see then, that nodes are 
tasked with identifying the character of something, usually an entity, 
but quite easily an idea or condition as well. Also, nodes usually need 
to have applied (or generated) distinction. In practice patterns and 
sub-patterns can be projected by how the nodes are arranged globally 
across a presentation. In this manner the meaning of a node can be 
altered by quantity or position of other nodes irrespective of links. 

�e link is shown divided into multiple paths. 
�is opens up the possibility that any one link 
can contain as many dimensions as required. 
An entire EHR could be folded down into an 
(unpackable) dataset linking two nodes — 
healthcare provider and recipient. As both 
nodes and links can be assigned any level of 
information, yet remain distinct of each other, 
particularly useful comparisons can be derived 
from analysis of such comparatives. �is is akin 
to the quantitative/qualitative value di�er-
ence between numbers and letters — few other 
visualization inherently possess this kind of 
valuable co-distinction.
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�is diagram depicts two ways by which 
change agents may have a dynamic impact 
upon a node-and-link composition. �e 
positive/negative indicators speak to a �ow 
of change, thus they would cause a continu-
ous, albeit slowly verifying modi�cation to 
either the node or link (or ground) devices. 
�e change is modulated and continuous and 
may be said to be “below the surface.” Con-
versely, the red carrots indicate the possibility 
of a rapid shi� in the nodes (links, or grounds) 
presence or composition — we’ll refer to this 
as a “surface” alteration. In this manner a 
dynamic node-and-link representation may be 
undergoing continual change as the data which 
supports the presentation is being updated in 
real-time even though all the essential node-
and-link relationships are not being altered. Or, 
elements may be seen to be added, subtracted, 
or reorganized. �ese surface changes alter the 
relationship of the node-and-link composition 
itself. �ese are the two major ways change 
agents impact the visual (and therefore mean-
ingful) nature of the informative visualization.

NODES: ATTRIBUTES 
We use the term attribute to indicate what characteristics a node is 
trying to convey. How is the device communicating? A�er reviewing 
many hundreds of node-and-link diagrams it was generally seen that, 
when there was comparative variance from node to node, this vari-
ance was dichotomous. Some nodes were more one way, and some 
were more another. �ese variations o�en touched upon aspects best 
covered under other categories within the taxonomy. For example if 
one node was tending larger, and another was tending smaller, this 
was usually to de�ne a quantitative state — we would therefore list 
this variation under “kinds.” Similarly, a node could have a more 
ideographic than pictographic quality, also as aspect of kinds. So the 
category of attribute may serve as a modulation to kinds. However, this 
was certainly not always the case. An attribute could stand on its own, 
independent of the kinds categorization.
 Even at the small scale of a node, some nodes were designed 
to convey accuracy, while others were designed to convey emphasis. 
(�is dichotomy of accuracy and emphasis is a fundamental principal 
of design: the choice to move away from uniform accuracy of elements 
so that a critical point, at the expense of accuracy, may be conveyed. 
�e balance of applied accuracy/emphasis becomes an important sub-
tlety of e�ective communication design that is very di�cult to achieve 
through algorithms alone.) Another dichotomy is whether a node is 
signifying something directly, or as a proxy element. �e node could 
appear as a pictorial avatar, say being anthropomorphic, or representa-
tive as when someone chooses an animal to represent characteristic 
traits. A node, in itself, can be singular, or it may represent a collective. 
In conclusion the kinds/attributes characteristics can be seen to work 
together modulating the precise nature of the node within its greater 
nature as a device. Again, we direct the reader to the next section to 
see how this interrelationship reveals itself through the collection of 
examples.
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— distorted maps, 
illustrations

 

— satellite imagery, 
photographs, 

— symbols scaled one to another 
to re�ect quantities (infographic 
when possessing pictographic 
information)
— bar charts, line graphs
stack graphs

— node-and-link diagrams,
networks

— spreadsheets, tree maps,
tables

— ideographs, pictographs, 
infographs (possessing quanti-
graphic information)

— letters, glyphs, Morse code,  
braille, binary code

PICTORIAL 

Semi-constrained

PICTORIAL 

Constrained

QUANTITATIVE

Unconstrained

QUANTITATIVE

Constrained

RELATIONAL

Semi-constrained

RELATIONAL

Constrained

SYMBOLIC

Unconstrained

SYMBOLIC

Constrained

One can see how the Quantitative/Unconstrained, and the 
Symbolic/Unconstrained entries work independently as 
nodes within the Relational/Semi-constrained category. �is 
demonstrates how patterns nest within patterns. Of the eight 
principal patterns the node-and-link pattern is perhaps the 
most complex from a standard of predictability. Also, note a 
very critical attribute that is easily seen due to the simpli-
�ed nature of the diagrams above. In every pattern there is 
a �gure/ground relationship. In a simpli�ed way this �gure/
ground relationship can be understood through the black 
(object/�gure) versus cream (non-object/ground) relation-
ship. Note, however, that the node-and-link entry has both 
nodes as �gures and links as �gures. �is double-�gure 
quality makes node-and-link diagrams unique. When the 
logic of this is applied to toolsets such as that proposed for 
healthcare informatics it provides an opportunity for lan-
guage and counter-language — similar to �gures and letters 
within language, or quantitative vs. qualitative distinctions. 
Complexities within content (such as is the case with health-
care data) can be better clari�ed vis the node-and-link 
model because there are multiple opportunities to portray 
rapid distinction at the visual, pre-drill-down, level. 

NODES: STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION 
Nodes are generally singular devices that are organized in 
a array of the collective. �ere are many cases, however, 
where subgroupings occur. Sometimes these subgroups 
are merely understood, and sometimes they are conscien-
tiously designed. For example, when one views the heav-
ens in darkness and sees the plethora of stars, each star 
can be considered a node in its own right. A constellation 
is merely assigned, with certain nodes selectively brought 
into the desired portrayal. In some cases multiple nodes 
are always collected by design as multiple component 
devices. �ere is a further subtile of discrete or merged 
nodes which falls under a structural consideration as well.

NODES: TYPE “O” OPEN; TYPE “C” CLOSED 
A major distinction, and a distinction that formulates an 
entry at the top of the hierarchy is the notion of an open 
or closed node. Although this would appear to be minor it 
has a signi�cant impact on the entire node-and-link pre-
sentation model. Most nodes are “open” in that they can 
accept new links, or they can have links deleted. An open 
node works within a social network the way in the com-
monly perceived way. New “friends” are added and nodes 
may be “unfriended.” �e world of nodes and links is ever 
open to growth, shrinkage, and change. Closed nodes are 
those that are never vary in their connections or lack of 
them. Certain types of node-and-link diagrams have these 
relationships. A simple wiring diagram possesses this at-
tribute; every component is interconnected one way and 
altering that relationship is detrimental to the organism. 
Closed nodes within a network o�en establish a baseline 
of structure.
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LINKS 
Links indicate connections between nodes — links may 
be “intelligent,” passive, or controlling. Intelligent links 
carry information that is directly connected to a dynamic 
database. �e link, therefore, may somehow portray this 
information, or more likely it serves as a “link” in the GUI 
sense that it may be clicked upon and information may be 
accessed through it. 
 Passive links show interconnectedness only 
(showing relationships but not necessarily de�ning these 
relationships). �e implication beyond mere association 
must be ascertained by other means, as the connection 
is implied visually and value-added information is not 
supplied. Controlling links modify nodes through the 
mere aspect of being so connected. �e link being pres-
ent means the node will appear in one state. If the link is 
removed the node will be altered in some manner.
 In some manner, too, connectivity through a 
link also means that some data must be shared by both 
connected nodes. �e link can re�ect a single activity, or 
multiple activities; additionally, it may be used to repre-
sent varying temporal conditions, and varying quality 
conditions.  
 It has been stated how data might be, in some 
wholesale fashion, switched form node-to-link in order to 
gain some new insights by a inverted display. In one criti-
cal area there would be likely di�culty in doing this. �at 
area is respective to “kinds” of links. �e table supplied 
in this section shows that the taxonomic aspects of nodes 
versus links possess similar classes and qualities. Under 
kinds nodes take forms such as pictographs and quanti-
graphs. Nodes vary here dramatically and possess kinds 
that are determined mostly through the sub-nature of 
connectedness. �ese kinds include: connecting, non-con-
necting, direct, non-direct, discrete, branching, and manifest. 
It is possible, however, that links do possess iconographic 
characteristics — portraying quantitative or qualitative 
information by design. �ese are rarely found in examples 
but are none-the-less a possibility. 
 �e Kinds, Attributes, and Structures of links are 
“naturally” distinctive between nodes and links. As stated, 
kinds is primarily re�ected through aspects of connected-
ness; attributes is primarily re�ected through the compo-
sition of the links — how they are clustered or arranged. 
Structurally, links vary in thickness, straightness and 
curvedness, opaqueness and density, and whether they are 
continuous, or dotted, or broken, etc.

 One way to look at the classic idea of a node-and-
link diagram is as a map of dots (cities and points of inter-
est), lines (roads), and polygons (areas). �ese same types 
of di�erences exist in typical displays of node-and-link 
diagrams. �e table shows a direct relationship of catego-
ries and sub-categories for nodes or links. �e nature and 
the applied characteristics for each can be understood as 
highly discrete, speci�cally unique aspects. Or there is the 
opportunity to bring certain types of characteristics to the 
less likely to have it (the link becoming pictographic for 
example). In extreme cases certain types of information 
may best be portrayed by devices that are modi�ed in a 
somewhat less-than-natural way. Several examples in the 
collection that follows display this. As a concluding state-
ment to this discussion of nodes and links the argument 
that nodes are places and roads are the means to get to 
these places serves well. �e added notion that the road 
tells you a great deal about the place before you get there 
may provide further clari�cation. A node is about itself 
— a link is o�en about the node. �is type of extra-intel-
lignce respecting design is why such a type of representa-
tion can serve the healthcare profession so well. If a node 
is a patient and a link a treatment (in this example) clearly 
the treatment, irrespective of the known patient, tells me 
much about the status of that patient. �e patient is now 
somewhat known by the link (treatment) so applied.
 Concluding here, the parallel of categories for 
nodes and links also applies to the concept of an open 
link or a closed link. A closed link cannot ostensibly be 
removed or alter its connectivity from the node or nodes 
to which it is connected.
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Displaying Healthcare Informatics �rough Node-and-Link Visualizations: 
Can Social Network Modeling Improve Healthcare Provision and 
Advance Preventive Healthcare Practice More So �an Other GUI Models?

WILLIAM M. BEVINGTON, PIIM

EXHIBITS: NODE-AND-LINK DIAGRAMS

What do semi-constrained relational network patterns look like? 
Approximately how wide is the range of visual presentation that falls 
within a “node-and-link enterprise.” �is section addresses these 
issues, containing sixty image sets of semi-constrained relational 
network patterns.  �ey are directly, or somewhat indirectly, node-
and-link visualizations. �e purpose of the collection is two-fold, �rst 
it a�rms the taxonomy. No element found in this wide collection of 
node-and-link representations is not either a: node, link, ground, or 
change agent all are composed of these four base “radicals”. Added to 
these are identi�ers (such as text labels), as needed, to address com-
municative shortcomings. Despite this seeming limitation, the collec-
tion of images compiled here are very wide in scope. (As this is a print 
document the change agents are implied, not actionable, as they would 
be through dynamic presentations — however, many of these may be 
accessed through the suppled URL addresses). 
 �is collection will also serves as a reference resource as we 
move to the next stage of this project: developing the suggested GUI 
node-and-link visualization approach that can best address a preventa-
tive-based healthcare model. No image contained in this set is ideal for 
that task —however, these sixty images, selected from a much greater 
set, provides necessary background of types toward the task that this 
paper sets the stage for. �e examples are not speci�cally broken down 
into subclasses or kinds. However, there is a bene�t to generally group-
ing the exhibits so that viewers and developers (both in design and 
engineering) can ascertain a sense of secondary ontologies respecting 
types. �e collection is loosely organized from the simpler 2D “�at” 
examples toward more complex ND models (sometimes called 2.5D 
models, those that have a suggested additional axis). Complex entries 
dealing with geography and geographic networking are placed last. 
Print and noninteractive (many being historical images) come �rst, and 
the interactive/electronic versions a�er these. However, the structural 
aspects take precedence in the arrangement over interactively aspects.

Part Two (Visual Exemplars)
Semi-Constrained Relational Networks:  
A Compendium of Variously-Purposed and 
Applied Node-and-Link Presentations

ground / �eld

Node devices

Link elements

NODE AND LINK TAXONOMY

All node-and-link presentations are composed 
of depicted devices and the illustrated connections 
between them. Optionally, node-and-link pre-
sentations may possess a ground that provides 
a greater context for the devices. (In some cases 
the ground provides alignment context for the 
devices and the links, as in a true map where 
the lines, linking cities, are roads.) In the sixty 
examples shown within this section only nodes, 
links, or grounds are present in conjunction 
with annotation. However, the method in 
which they are rendered varies considerably 
depending on the content and the designers 
understanding of what should be emphasized. 
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Wills, Graham J. “NicheWorks — Interactive Visualization of 
Very Large Graphs.” Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Volume 
1353 (1997): 403-414.
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description:

An observation of the different patent lawsuits being 
filed between major mobile device companies.

MOBILE PATENT LAWSUITS 550 X 771

:
Key, James and McCandless. “Who’s Suing Whom in the 
Telecoms Trade?” Information is Beautiful, 6 October 2012, 
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/2010/whos-suing-
whom-in-the-telecoms-trade/ (26 June 2012).
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description:

“A Tree of Life whose fruit is ripening to keep all 
people well. Its annual $34 million for prevention 
is 1 per cent of the national bill for care and cure.

Not long ago, if one died from disease it was in-
variably an act of God. Today it is most often an 
act of society: either medical care is not available 
or one can’t pay for it— or the disease has simply 
not been prevented. And if to an individual an 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, to 
a nation it is worth a ton. For the public health 
is even less of an accident than individual health; 
it is nothing but infinite precaution and the swift 
use of knowledge for the benefit of all.”

:
“U.S. Public Healthcare Service Infographic Infographic,” 
LoveInfographics, 29 December 2011, http://www.
loveinfographics.com/categories/health-and-diet-
infographics/u-s-public-healthcare-service-infographic-
infographic#!prettyPhoto-7939/1/ (26 June 2012).

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 1282 X 1159
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TALENT TRAFFIC 558 X 620

:
Cohen, Jackie. “Infographic: Facebook Winning War for 
Talent.” AllFacebook, 10 June 2011, http://allfacebook.com/
infographic-facebook-winning-war-for-best-talent_b46481 
(26 Jun 2012).

description:

Ratio is number of employees moving from Com-
pany A to Company B for every one employee going 
in the other direction. Arrows point to company win-
ning the talent battle.
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description:

CREATION OF ANIMATION 1200 X 1340

Walt Disney Presents: How an Animation is made. 
From the mind of Walt to the story to the direction 
in which the story is presented, with the processes 
involving aspects of in�uence from production and 
management, among other factors, the path is eventu-
ally traced to a screen near you.

:
“Walt Disney Presents – How an Animation is Made.” 
Infographics Depot of Information Graphics, 1 February 2012, 
http://infographics.w3ec.com/path-infographics/walt-dis-
ney-presents-how-an-animation-is-made (3 July 2012).
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description:

�is infographic is a great way of looking at 
the way content development is used to create 
all sorts of goodness for your brand inside 
(and out of ) social networks.

:
Hepburn, Aden. “Inforgraphic: �e Social Media Effect.” 
Digital Buzz, 4 April 2010, http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/
infographic-the-social-media-effect/ (28 June 2012).

SOCIAL MEDIA EFFECT 536 X 536
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:
Nakamura, Yugo. “Ecotonoha.” Visual Complexity, 2004, 
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=201.
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description:

CROPS IN SEASON 600 X 900

Whether you are a strict seasonal-only shopper or 
not, knowing what produce is in season when can be 
very advantageous to successful cooking and baking. 
Not only will you notice fresher taste and stronger 
flavors but you will see a marked increase in savings, 
and a heightened sense of anticipation and apprecia-
tion for each season.

:
van Kraayenburd, Russell. “Kitchen 101: Fruits, Vegetables, 
& Herbs.” Chasing Delicious, 28 May 2012, http://chasing-
delicious.com/kitchen-101-produce/ (3 July 2012).
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description:

�is infographic based on the mythical sephirot 
shows all the various influences and connections 
in the world of puzzles and games. 

:
Leckart, Steven. “�e Complex Universe of Games and 
Puzzles, Simplified.” Wired, 20 April 2009, http://www.wired.
com/special_multimedia/2009/mf_enigmatrix (28 June 2012).

PUZZLE TAXONOMY 653 X 444
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:
Weskamp, Marcos; text by Fukushi, Naoko. “Marcos 
Weskamp.” Shift, Fbruary 2005, http://www.shift.jp.org/en/
archives/2005/02/marcos_weskamp.html .
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description:

ONLINE PIRACY 1771 X 2723

Online piracy has become an unfortunate real-
ity to the entertainment industry as peer-to-peer 
technology has grown. Check out the battlefield 
that is online piracy.

:
Kessler, Sarah and Sigler, Nick. “�e Interconnected World 
of Tech Companies [Inforgraphic].” Mashable Tech, 19 July 
2011, http://mashable.com/2011/07/19/tech-companies-
infographic/ (2 July 2012).
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description:

CLIMATE CHAIN 2066 X 2956

“An ecosystem is a complex of plant, animal and 
micro-organism communities, while the non-living 
environment interacting as a functional unit. Ecosys-
tems are characterized by strong interactions between 
the components within their boundaries, which 
become weaker if outside of them. 
 
Datas reported in this visual project are obtained from 
the 2007 IPCC Report (Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) whom considerations and data are 
mainly based on 2 scenarios: DGVM Dinamyc Global 
Vegetation Model (based on A2 emission scenarios) 
and GCMs Global CLimate Models (based on B1 
emission scenarios).”

:
DensityDesign, “Climate Chain: Ecosystems and their 
goods and services.” Visualizations, 20 February 2012, 
http://www.visualizing.org/visualizations/climate-chain-
ecosystems-and-their-goods-and-services (3 July 2012).
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:
Weskamp, Marcos. “Synapsis.” Visual Complexity, 2003, 
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=59 .
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description:

Personal sPace

comPany sPace
While plenty of practitioners invoke the word 

‘experience,’ how often are we talking about the 

same thing? From ‘User Experiences’ to ‘The 

Experience Economy’ to ‘Designing for Experiences’ 

experiences are definitely the topic du jour. But 

is an experience defined solely by how easily one 

accomplishes a task (as with Google or Craig’s List) 

or is an experience something less definable (as 

with Starbucks or Harley Davidson)? 

This framework structures all the elements that 

make for a great experience,  and gives a context 

to the various activities (both internal and external 

to an organization) that play a role in defining a 

person’s perception of a product or service.

Sorting, Classifying, and Labeling Experiences
...in Order to Understand All Factors Contributing to How a Product (or Service) is Perceived

How this can be used...
For Theoretical Purposes For Practical Purposes

To explore definitions 
of “experiences” and 
how these differing 
views might correlate 
with each other

To understand the 
roles that emotion 
and reason play in 
shaping experiences

To distinguish between 
experiences designed 
for by a company and 
naturally occurring 
interactions— and how 
both of these forces 
shape   a person’s 
perceptions

As a planning tool 
to help understand, 
select from,  and 
orchestrate available 
options for managing 
the customer 
experience

As a communication 
tool for discussing how 
various factors (that 
shape the experience) 
are more of less 
effective for different 
product/service 
offerings, at different 
times, and under 
different contexts. 

The Communications Layer describes 
those attraction efforts which an 
indirect effect on perceptions

Emotional 

“How does this make 
me feel?” 

“Does this provide 
meaning or pleasure?”

The top half represents the Company Space, and 
all things that can be controlled by the company

The bottom half represents the Personal Space, 
which can be influenced (with positive or negative 
results) by the company

There are 3 broad groups of experiences, 
starting with the most direct experience 
and moving outward:

There are two halves to the model:

All experiences are a mix of rational 
and/or emotional components:

The Core Interaction describes the ‘thing’ 
(product or service) being purchased

The Presentation Layer describes secondary 
elements (such as distribution channels, 
packaging, or personal recommendations) 
that have a direct effect on our perceptions

Rational 

“What does this do?”

“How much does it cost?”

“What are the features?”

2.

1.

3.
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POSTER

SPONSORSHIPS

This space includes all the things designed to promote 
and encourage purchasing of a product or service. 
These efforts are recognizable, as they will most often 
bear the company or product’s branding. You also 
know this is what the company wants people to think 
or know about the new product.

This space includes the interactions that are primarily 
“personal” and unique to an individual. These 
elements are typically independent of the company, 
and are seen as more ‘authentic’ and trustworthy.

While this space cannot be controlled, it can be 
influenced—with positive or negative results. For 

FRIENDS/ 
OPINIONS

3RD PARTY 
REVIEWS

BLOGOSPHERE

POP CULTURE 
REFERENCES

EMAIL
ONLINE SOCIAL 

NETWORKS

ASSOCIATED 
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MARKETING

PODCASTS
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AND HACKS

PARODY
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RATINGS
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KEYWORD 
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ACTIVIST GROUPS
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PERSONAL 
ADORNMENT

Emphasis on 
DIRECT MESSAGING

Features, Benefits

Emphasis on  
BRAND BUILDING

Beliefs, Values, Emotions

MIND / REASON

What does it do?
How does it work?

How much does it cost?
Is it reliable?

Is it something I really need?

How well does it match my needs?
How easy and obvious is it?
How does it make me feel?

How does it look?
What does it say about me?
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example, natural product placement and ‘word of 
mouth’ conversations that augment a good core 
interaction are powerful tools. But marketers who 
attempt to manipulate these spaces by ‘appearing 
authentic’ are likely to be called into account by 
a connected economy; this is likely to result in a 
negative effect on a person’s opinions.
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This might map 
to departments 
like this...

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S  L AY E R

P R E S E N TAT I O N  L AY E R

THE  ‘ T
H I NG ’  I T S ELF

P E R C E P T I O N S

“While plenty of practitioners invoke the word 
‘experience,’ how often are we talking about the 
same thing? From ‘User Experiences’ to ‘�e 
Experience Economy’ to ‘Designing for Experi-
ences,’ experiences are definitely the topic du jour. 
But is an experience defined solely by how easily 
one accomplishes a task (as with Google or Craig’s 
List) or is an experience something less definable 
(as with Starbucks or Harley Davidson)?

�is framework structures all the elements that 
make for a great experience, and gives a context to 
the various activities (both internal and external 
to an organization) that play a role in defining a 
person’s perception of a product or service.”

:
“Microsoft HealthVault.” Infographics Depot of Information 
Graphics, 2 February 2009, http://infographics.w3ec.com/
transport-infographics/microsoft-healthvault (3 July 2012).

Personal sPace

comPany sPace

Personal sPacesPacesPPersonal Personal 

While plenty of practitioners invoke the word 

‘experience,’ how often are we talking about the 

same thing? From ‘User Experiences’ to ‘The 

Experience Economy’ to ‘Designing for Experiences’ 

experiences are definitely the topic du jour. But 

is an experience defined solely by how easily one 

accomplishes a task (as with Google or Craig’s List) 

or is an experience something less definable (as 

with Starbucks or Harley Davidson)? 

This framework structures all the elements that 

make for a great experience,  and gives a context 

to the various activities (both internal and external 

to an organization) that play a role in defining a 

person’s perception of a product or service.

Sorting, Classifying, and Labeling Experiences
...in Order to Understand All Factors Contributing to How a Product (or Service) is Perceived

How this can be used...
For Theoretical Purposes For Practical Purposes

To explore definitions 
of “experiences” and 
how these differing 
views might correlate 
with each other

To understand the 
roles that emotion 
and reason play in 
shaping experiences

To distinguish between 
experiences designed 
for by a company and 
naturally occurring 
interactions— and how 
both of these forces 
shape   a person’s 
perceptions

As a planning tool 
to help understand, 
select from,  and 
orchestrate available 
options for managing 
the customer 
experience

As a communication 
tool for discussing how 
various factors (that 
shape the experience) 
are more of less 
effective for different 
product/service 
offerings, at different 
times, and under 
different contexts. 

The Communications Layer describes 
those attraction efforts which an 
indirect effect on perceptions

Emotional 

“How does this make 
me feel?” 

“Does this provide 
meaning or pleasure?”

The top half represents the Company Space, and 
all things that can be controlled by the company

The bottom half represents the Personal Space, 
which can be influenced (with positive or negative 
results) by the company

There are 3 broad groups of experiences, 
starting with the most direct experience 
and moving outward:

There are two halves to the model:

All experiences are a mix of rational 
and/or emotional components:

The Core Interaction describes the ‘thing’ 
(product or service) being purchased

The Presentation Layer describes secondary 
elements (such as distribution channels, 
packaging, or personal recommendations) 
that have a direct effect on our perceptions

Rational 

“What does this do?”

“How much does it cost?”

“What are the features?”

2.
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This space includes all the things designed to promote 
and encourage purchasing of a product or service. 
These efforts are recognizable, as they will most often 
bear the company or product’s branding. You also 
know this is what the company wants people to think 
or know about the new product.

This space includes the interactions that are primarily 
“personal” and unique to an individual. These 
elements are typically independent of the company, 
and are seen as more ‘authentic’ and trustworthy.

While this space cannot be controlled, it can be 
influenced—with positive or negative results. For 
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example, natural product placement and ‘word of 
mouth’ conversations that augment a good core 
interaction are powerful tools. But marketers who 
attempt to manipulate these spaces by ‘appearing 
authentic’ are likely to be called into account by 
a connected economy; this is likely to result in a 
negative effect on a person’s opinions.
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description:

�is visualization was created to demonstrate the 
growing impact of feminist game-making initiatives 
such as the Difference Engine.

:
Lee, Una. “Difference Engine Initiative Visualization.” 
Una Lee, http://www.unalee.net/work/difference-engine-
initiative-visualization (26 June 2012).

DIFFERENCE ENGINE INITIATIVE 1024 X 1366
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INGREDIENT COMBINATIONS 1500 X 1268

description:

Radial network visualization for a German start-up 
(mymuesli.com) of how clients combined the ingre-
dients offered.

:
Stefaner, Moritz. “Müsili Ingredient Network.” Moritz 
Stefaner, http://moritz.stefaner.eu/projects/musli-
ingredient-network/ (26 June 2012).
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description:

With England and Italy’s Euro 2012 quarter final, 
I’ve decided to look at the successful conversion rates 
of penalties taken by the 2 squads.

:
“England vs. Italy Penalty Infographic.” Daily Slandered, 
24 June, 2012, http://www.dailyslandered.com/2012/06/
england-vs-italy-penalty-infographic/ (2 July 2012).

PENALTY KICKS 1199 X 1695
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Super powers of over 300 heroes, anti-heros, villains, 
and beasts. Face front, True Believer.

:
Darell, Richard. “Superpowers Mega Chart: �ey Are ALL 
Here.” Bit Rebels, August 2011, http://www.bitrebels.com/
geek/superpowers-mega-chart-they-are-all-here/ 
(2 July 2012).

SUPER POWERS 1308 X 1734
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Between digital giants’ appetites for acquisitions and the tendency 
of their ex-employees to start new companies, it’s easy to see how 
nearly every blip in the ecosystem is closely related. We’ve mapped 
just a few of these family ties between “Xooglers,” the “PayPal 
Mafia”, “Softies” and the many other tech connectors who have yet 
to be nicknamed.

:
Kessler, Sarah and Sigler, Nick. “�e Interconnected World of Tech 
Companies [Inforgraphic].” Mashable Tech, 19 July 2011, http://mashable.
com/2011/07/19/tech-companies-infographic/ (2 July 2012).

TECH COMPANIES 972 X 5125
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�is data shows the take-over of future winner for 
each edition of the Tour de France. (the days where 
leader endorsed the famous yellow jersey)

:
Vistadium, “Tour de France: 20 ans de conquêt du maillot 
jaune.” Vistadium, 29 June 2012, http://www.vistadium.
com/2012/06/29/tour-de-france-20-ans-de-conquete-du-
maillot-jaune/ (3 July 2012).

TOUR DE FRANCE WINNERS 1024 X 1136
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AILMENTS 1068 X 710 (INTERACTIVE)

�e information used for this visualization is based 
on 7.2 million patient records from GE’s proprietary 
database, and represents some of the conditions that 
commonly a�ect Americans today. By investigat-
ing how di�erent ailments are related, one may gain 
various insights about condition associations. �e 
numbers and percentages are meant to represent gen-
eral trends. Looking at the data in new ways like this 
can help us understand health and gain new insights 
about how to take better care of ourselves and the 
healthcare system. 

:
Baczuk, Eric and Chen, Xiaoji and Dahlem, Dominik. 
“Health InfoScape.” GE Data Visualization, 2012, http://vi-
sualization.geblogs.com/visualization/network/ (3 July 2012).
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Facebook, Zynga, Groupon, Twitter and LinkedIn 
have come to define the social Web. �e club of 
technology insiders is a deeply connected, interde-
pendent network, with many players overlapping at 
one time or another on the same investments, boards 
and payrolls. �is shows the relationship and position 
of the people involved.

:
Gates, Guilbert and Rusli, Evelyn. “�e Money Network.” 
Dealb%k, New York Times, 7 April 2011, http://dealbook.
nytimes.com/2011/04/07/the-money-network/ (3 July 2012).

MONEY NETWORK 1405 X 2352
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:
Fawcett-Tang, Roger. Mapping Graphic Navigational 
Systems, Rockport Publishers: 2008.
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SOCIAL CIRCLES 2011 X 2736

Expo 2015 S.p.A. asked DensityDesign to work on 
the Expo themes and generate a visualization able to 
communicate the complexity stemming from the rela-
tionship between food production and consumption; 
social and environmental concerns; technological and 
sustainability issues.

:
DensityDesign, “EXPO 2015 themes visualization.” 
Visualizations, 16 September 2011, http://www.visualiz-
ing.org/visualizations/expo-2015-themes-visualization 
(3 July 2012).
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:
Wills, Graham J. “DIY Store Receipts.” Visual Complexity, 
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=14 .
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:
Han, Jeff and Paley, W. Bradford. “Trace Encounters.” Visual Com-
plexity, http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=60 .

show. Viewers could see well-interconnected subgroups 
(several of size two, three, and four; one large one 
of ten or so) and pull them away from the rest (the 
plasma panel was also a touchscreen), to disentangle 
them from the Ars community as a whole and see how 
connected they were to the rest of those wearing pins.”
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:
Paley, W. Bradford. “TextArc.” TextArc, http://www.
textarc.org/ .
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“I visualized different facts of Twitter in (for exam-
ple) relation to the time, when it “happended”. �ere 
are also relations within the 9 subjects on Twitter 
I chose (marked in different colors). �e visualiza-
tion itself is pretty simple. 9 subjects (on the outside 
circle) with their inner theme (e.g. percents, num-
bers, ...) relating to the inner circle, which works as 
timeline, as long as the facts were available.”

:
Stirner, Melanie. “Twitter Infographic.” Melanie Stirner, 
17 October 2010, http://www.behance.net/gallery/Twitter-
Infographic/758372 (26 June 2012).

TWITTER ANALYSIS 600 X 600
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�e spread featured here highlights SCU’s global 
reach, showing the inflow of international students 
who study at the university and the outward reach 
of students who leave to study abroad during their 
time at SCU. A third layer of global connectivity 
shows the affiliated Jesuit institutions scattered 
across the world.

:
Jacobsen, Erik. “Global Connections.” Three Story Studio, 
2012, http://blog.threestory.com/wordpress/2012/global-
connections (28 June 2012).

STUDENTS ABROAD 1756 X 795
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�e evolution of western dance music is observed 
and presented through this interactive by following 
various paths of inspiration for each type over time.

:
HTML5 Infographics, “�e Evolution of Western Dance 
Music.” HTML5 Infographics: Showcase of the Latest and 
Greatest Interactive Infographics, 2012, 
http://html5infographics.com/the-evolution-of-western-
dance-music/ (28 June 2012).

WESTERN DANCE MUSIC EVOLUTION INTERACTIVE
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HEALTH VAULT 1600 X 1035

Microso� HealthVault is a platform designed to put 
people in control of their health data. It helps them 
collect, store and share health information with family 
members and participating healthcare providers, and 
it provides people with a choice of third-party applica-
tions and devices to help them manage things like 
�tness, diet, and health.

:
“Microsoft HealthVault.” Infographics Depot of Information 
Graphics, 2 February 2009, http://infographics.w3ec.com/
transport-infographics/microsoft-healthvault (3 July 2012).
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ON THE ROAD 1600 X 1035

A chart of the structure of part one of Jack Ker-
ouac’s On the Road (1957). Each splitting of the 
branch into progressively smaller sections parallels 
the organization of the content from chapters to 
paragraphs, sentences, and words. Each color relates 
to one of eleven thematic categories created by 
Posavec for the book (e.g., travel, work and survival, 
sketches of regional life).

:
Popova, Maria. “Writing Without Words: Visualizing 
Jack Kerouac’s On �e Road.” Brain Pickings, 7 May 2009,  
http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2009/05/07/
writing-without-words/ (3 July 2012).
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SIMILARITIES OF HOLY BOOKS 800 X 502

A visualization of the similarities and difference be-
tween the holy books of five world religions: Chris-
tianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Judaism.

From the sacred meaning of trees and their age-old 
use as classification systems to the science behind 
network thinking to the stunning and visually 
expressive products of cutting-edge digital visual-
ization, Lima – author, designer, and deep thinker 
– not only explores the multiplicitous allure of net-
works, but also crafts an important analog artifact 
to contain these rapidly vanishing digital ephemera. 
(You know, in case you were wondering why compu-
tational creativity should belong in a book.)

:
1.   Madelyne, Stephia. “ �e 11 Best Art and Design Books 
of 2011.” DIY Cultures Collective, 5 December 2011. http://
diycultures.org/tag/art-design-books/ (3 July 2012).
2.   Lima, Manuel. Visual Complexity: Mapping Patterns of 
Information. (Princeton Architectural Press, 2011).
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:
Fawcett-Tang, Robert, and William Owen. Mapping: An 
Illustrated Guide to Graphic Nativational Systems. Rockport 
Publishers, 2002.
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:
Heer, Jeffrey. Vizster: Visualizing Online Social Networks. 
Vizster, Spring 2004, http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/projects/
vizster/early_design/ .
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:
Mirapaul, Matthew. NEWS WATCH: REFERENCE; Swing 
Your Partner: A Square Dance of Synonyms and Antonyms. 
Technology: �e New York Times, 14 August 2003, http://
www.nytimes.com/2003/08/14/technology/news-watch-ref-
erence-swing-your-partner-a-square-dance-of-synonyms-
and-antonyms.html .
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Since most drugs are more like shotguns than 
sniper rifles, hitting the intended target but pos-
sibly several others in the process, they developed a 
model to track and predict the side effects of drugs. 
 
It’s based upon UCSF’s “similarity ensemble ap-
proach” (SEA), which compares drug shapes to 
assess similarities. We know that some drugs defi-
nitely interact with some proteins, but that knowl-
edge is limited, so SEA piles all the drugs and their 
known side effects into one big pool, along with all 
their known side effects. �e result is this incredible 
infographic. It’s a map of 1,241 possible side-effect 
targets (the innocent bystanders) for 656 drugs on 
the market today.

�e gold circles are the drugs. �e molecular targets 
are blue. �e gray lines signify that we know a drug 
hits that target. �e red line is the fun part--that’s 
the prediction of where drugs may hit, based upon 
their similarity.

DRUG SIDE-EFFECT PREDICTIONS INTERACTIVE

:
Wilson, Mark. “Infographic: A Chart �at Helps Predict 
Drug Side Effects.” Fast Company, 21 June 2012, http://
www.fastcodesign.com/1670089/infographic-a-chart-that-
helps-predict-drug-side-effects (28 June 2012).
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:
Inventix Software. “Internet Cartographer.” Visual Complexity, 
1999, http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project_details.
cfm?id=16&index=3&domain=World%20Wide%20Web .
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�e resulting graphic follows the metaphor of a 
molecular chain, with decades forming clusters 
which in turn contain clusters that represent years. 
Accordingly, each ‘atom’ stands for a unique PopSci 
issue, which is colored according to the average 
color values of the appropriate historical issue 
cover. In addition, the size of each ‘issue-atom’ is 
determined by the number of words in each issue. 
Lastly, about 70 different word-frequency histo-
grams surrounding the main graph reveal the usage 
of different terms per issue.

POPULAR SCIENCE: 138 YEARS 600 X 600

:
Hansen, Mark and �orp, Jer. “138 Years of Popular Science.” 
blprnt.blg, 25 October 2011, http://infosthetics.com/
archives/2011/11/138_years_of_popular_science_in_an_
infographic.html (2 July 2012).
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:
Munzner, Tamara. “Exploring Large Graphs in 3D 
Hyperbolic Space’’, IEEE Computer Graphics and 
Applications, Vol. 18, No. 4, pp. 18-23, July/August 1998.
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:
Claffy,KC and Huffaker, Brad and Hyun, Young and Luckie, 
Matthew and Lyu, Connie and Michaelsen, Will. “AS 
Internet Graph’’, Mapping Controversies, 4 October 2011, 
http://www.demoscience.org/resources/resource/498 .
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:
Fry, Ben. Visualizing Data: Exploring and Explaining Data 
with the Processing Environment (O’Reilly Media, 2008).
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:
Brown, Jeff. “Vertex-Edge Graphs.” Visual Complexity, 2000, 
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project_details.cfm?ind
ex=14&id=95&domain=Internet .
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:
Krebs, Valdis. “Mapping the Spread of Contagions via 
Contact Tracing.” orgnet, 2003–2009, http://orgnet.com/
contagion.html .
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Recent deaths from the H1N1 swine flu have led 
many to believe the virus is getting more and more 
deadly. However, there are currently no indications 
the virus is mutating or becoming more virulent. �e 
spread of H1N1 (swine flu) across the United States 
is visualized here.

:
“�e Spread of H1N1 (swine flu) Across the United States 
Up to July 15 2009.” Next Generation Pharmaceutical, http://
www.ngpharma.com/swine-flu-us-infographic.html 
(26 June 2012).

SWINE FLU 1282 X 1159
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:
Stronge, Timothy J. “Traffic Flow Map.” Visual Complexity, 
2000, http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project_details.cf
m?id=15&index=2&domain=Internet .
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:
Fry, Ben. “Valence.” Ben Fry, 2002, http://benfry.com/
valence/ .
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:
Card, Stuart K. and Mackinlay, Jock and Shneiderman, Ben. 
Readings in information Visualization: Using Vision to Think 
(Morgan Kaufman, 1999).
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:
Sensorium. “Web Hopper.” Sensorium, 1996–1997, http://
www.sensorium.org/webhopper/index.html .
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:
Moere, Andrew Vande. “Information Flocking Boids.” 
Visual Complexity, 2004, http://www.visualcomplexity.com/
vc/project.cfm?id=44 .
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Displaying Healthcare Informatics �rough Node-and-Link Visualizations: 
Can Social Network Modeling Improve Healthcare Provision and 
Advance Preventive Healthcare Practice More So �an Other GUI Models?

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROPOSED NODE-AND-LINK GUI

To proceed with the process of creating a model for a node-and-
link healthcare based GUI, certain assumptions, serving as take-
o�-points to the endeavor, are briefed in this section. In addition 
to the assumptions, speci�c medical condition issues will serve as 
a “storyline” for the purpose of developing the story board.  
�ese are the major considerations and selected conditions that 
will guide the development for the next stage of the process (the 
order of the listing does not imply hierarchy):

a) A GUI-based healthcare informatics tool designed to  
    be displayed across multiple publishing devices

b) Node-and-link based visualization/presentation

c) Touchscreen gesture-based interactivity

d) Capability to shi� primary data emphasis to either   
     the node or the link elements

e) Asymmetric data input/output capacity

f) Emphasis on preventive care model

g) Emphasis on Medical Home paradigm

h) Storyboard derived from chronic and widespread  
     health concerns in contemporary populace:

1) Obesity, and/or 
2) Diabetes, and/or
3) Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

CONSIDERATIONS

�e eight considerations listed in the le� 
column will guide the development of the GUI 
prototype for the next stage of research within 
this program. �e �rst two items: a) A GUI 
healthcare tool, and b) Node-and-link based 
visualization/presentation are the thrust of 
this paper and have been covered in the former 
sections. Items c) through h) are briefed in this 
section. 

Part �ree (Next Step Planning):
Planning Toward the Development of 
a Node-and-Link Healthcare Tool: a GUI
�at Supports Preventive Healthcare 
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TOUCHSCREEN GESTURE-BASED INTERACTIVITY

�e jump from keystroke operation to mouse click processing was a 
�rst step to move from a linear command control to more spatially 
responsive interfaces. A combination of these two control methods 
(keystroke + mouse), provides a most useful third way for interface 
control. Touch screen interfaces can serve as a way to merely integrate 
these control methods or they can o�er gesture-based control. Control 
integration with on-screen keyboards and roving cursor features per-
mit compactness of devices, greater portability, and navigational im-
provements. Actual keyboards do not have to be rendered, as distances 
alone can begin to establish cognitive feedback loops for data entry. “A 
user with the ability to touch-type may type anywhere on the sensing 
surface without the need for a visual keyboard” (Relative Keyboard In-
put Systems, Daniel R. Rashid and Noah A Smith, Language Technolo-
gies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University.) �ese kinds of inputs may 
allow for greater speed and e�ciency (Non-keyboard QWERTY touch 
typing: a portable input interface for the mobile user, M. Goldstein, G 
AlsiÖ, and S. Tessa, Human Factors in Computing Systems, 1999.) 

Our model, however, with the exception of soap notes, should 
increasingly gather information from ubiquitous sensing devices. 
Ideally, there should very little need for individuals in the healthcare 
provider areas to stop there work�ow and involve themselves with data 
entry. Our concern, therefore, is data retrieval. In this area we want to 
look to gesture-based touch screen models such as the Apple iPad or 
the Microso� Tablet PC. When speci�cally textual information is to be 
added voice recognition so�ware may be utilized.

Touch-screen gesture based operation will allow for the kinds 
of deep drill-down that providers use while also being user-friendly for 
recipients. �e notion of device and method is not fully agnostic to the 
kind of presentation it supports. When one considers the pure key-
board model with a traditional application the interface is most o�en 
a presentation of text and tables. Moving into applications that contain 
more advanced renderings such a widgets we see the need for mouse 
navigation.

As we move toward gesture-based navigation the ability to 
rapidly enlarge, reduce, slide images, drill-down, etc. not only add 
great utility but may be more intuitive in their usage. �e advantages 
of direct manipulation — compared to control manipulation is greatly 
advanced, if actually made possible, with gesture based modeling. (A 
Procedure for Developing Intuitive and Ergonomic Gesture Interfaces 
for HCI, Michael Nielsen, Moritz StÖrring, �omas B. Moeslund, and 
Erik Grnum; Aslborg University, Laboratory of Computer Vision and 
Media Technology.) �e advantages from these advances in naviga-
tional types and methods is best leveraged by the kind of visualization 
advocated here: nod-and-link visualization. So as devices and methods 
advance so too do ideal informative representations that align with 
their advantages. �ese aspects are to be investigated and integrated 
into the logic for the node-and-link healthcare model suggested.
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node or link  
output preference

Node devices

Link elements

CAPABILITY TO SHIFT PRIMARY DATA EMPHASIS

�e display capacity for node-and-link diagrams is extensive.  
�e elements within node-and-link visualizations are generally orien-
tated to the kinds of data that support them: nodes representing the 
entities within the healthcare enterprise; links suggesting the connect-
edness and activities that occur between the nodes, and the ground be-
ing reserved for �elds of x-y relational types of data (visible datasets or 
geographic representations, for example). In practice these are defaults 
and general approaches, both from a historically-oriented and from a 
use-factor perspective. 
 In practice, however, the devices can be designed to receive 
any kind of information. �e best approach is to analyze how e�ectively 
an information type  renders under one device type as opposed to an-
other relative to the type of task it conveying. �is might lead to the atyp-
ical visualization where nodes, links, and even grounds display data, 
through forms and arrangement, that reveal fresh insight or emphasize 
some heretofore unseen relationship.
 Within a more advanced model the data would not necessarily 
be �xed in its assignment to discrete data sets. Instead, users (mostly 
at the provider level) could simply move any data type into any device 
type and compare these as they see �t.
 Another  advantage of the node-and-link model is the ability 
to deploy extracted elements. A single node li�ed from a complete 
informative representation can stand alone. When this nodal device 
has such a freestanding capacity it easily functions as an avatar or icon, 
say, on a smartphone. In this manner the recipient can focus on one 
aspect of their health through a device that stands in for them. Better, 
the data that is continuously collected from a recipient may modify 
such an icon on a hand held device while being constantly re-rendered 
on a central larger-scale application. �e use of  two-way reporting  to 
a cloud provides all these visualization models that possess compara-
tive, interchangeable, collective, and singular approaches to healthcare 
informatics.

Although the default assignment of data 
within network diagrams would generally have 
entities/nodes as concrete things, and links as 
the conduits that interconnect them, such an 
arrangement can be reversed. �is would have 
particular value if users desired to create atypi-
cal views where aspects of interconnectedness 
suggested by the links, e.g., treatment, visits oc-
currences, diagnosis, etc. were to be seen as the 
nodes instead. Or where patients of one kind 
could be seen as collective links within di�erent 
kinds of practitioners.
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ASYMMETRIC DATA INPUT/OUTPUT CAPACITY

�e gathering of health data developed parallel with record keeping 
methods to store, retrieve, and present that data. �ese written records 
are now being replaced by ubiquitous data collectors, such as body 
monitors and other forms of wearable technology, or sensors within 
certain recipients environments that provide pulsed or continual data 
regarding medical condition. Originally, It can be said that the record-
ing and documenting methods are quite symmetric. �e document 
possesses signifying elements that clearly tie back to that which is 
being signi�ed. For example a photograph of a cow is readily re�ective 
of an actual living cow. However, a DNA graph of the genic coding of 
that cow would be asymmetric — it looks nothing like the cow, even 
though it is a signi�er of the animal. In the early stages of recording 
information there is a general, and proportionate relationship between 
the signi�ed and the signi�ers; this is true even if the methods are not 
illustrative yet require a learned form of encryption. Many conditions 
lead to a need to increase the asymmetry of the source and record-
ing. Volume of data, society’s contemporary data-problem is such an 
example.

�e volume of healthcare records requires the methods of 
reporting to be increasingly asymmetric. �is is as much a requirement 
as an opportunity. PIIM has begun multiple investigations into Big 
Data as well. For our purpose we’ll look at Big Data as an immensely 
wide net of not otherwise interconnected datasets that may provide 
heretofore unimaginable contextual reference. �e ability to reach 
across the privacy of EHR for the bene�t of all the participants within 
a system may be one area where asymmetric visualization is bene�cial. 
Node-and-link representations are inherently asymmetric in contem-
porary constructs with nodes �lling in for entities and links represent-
ing conceptual connections. (As opposed to, say, road map networks 
which are symmetric pictures of the earth’s surface in small-scale). �e 
ability to represent large sets of data with symbols in a network, and 
then to move those symbols into other networks addresses only one 
area where node-and-link diagrams can leverage asymmetry toward 
insight for both healthcare provider and healthcare recipient. 

�e diagram above is a conceptual draw-
ing that portrays the meaning of asymmetric 
input/output capacity. �e concept is simple 
but the execution, from a technical perspective, 
is o�en extremely involved. �e classical idea 
of data input/output is symmetrical — imagine 
a typewriter: striking the “a” key produces an 
“a” letterform on a sheet of paper. �e input 
cannot be manipulated, nor stored. �e input 
generates symmetric output. Conversely input 
from myriad sources, stored, and manipulated, 
could yield something as simple as a text mes-
sage to patient that says, “drink two more glass-
es of water today.” �e input could come from 
weather sources, patient sensors, or scheduling 
databases — all this potential source data does 
not “look” like the output sent to the healthcare 
recipient. �is is an example of asymmetric 
input/output data visualization.

Asymmetric data  
input/output capacity
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EMPHASIS ON PREVENTIVE CARE MODEL

At the core of contemporary, Western healthcare practice is the 
relationship between the healthcare provider (the “doctor”) and the 
healthcare recipient (the “patient”). If we were to convert this into a 
simple node and link diagram the nodes would be these two entities 
and the link would be the connection between them. �e link, in the 
traditional sense, is the mere connection — the stated, or consensual 
relationship of need to service. From the traditional viewpoint, it may 
be argued, that the “a” node (patient) is not “intrinsically” responsible 
for his or her health, as stated by Gertler and Simcoe, “Disease man-
agement exists because not everyone takes care of their health. �is 
observation applies to a wide range of behaviors, from failing to exer-
cise or maintain a healthy diet to actively engaging in harmful activi-
ties like smoking, drug use, or excessive alcohol consumption.” (Paul 
Gertler and Time Simcoe, “Disease Management: Helping Patients 
[Who Don’t] Help �emselves,” (April 2009), 3, http://people.bu.edu/
tsimcoe/documents/published/DiseaseMgmtHE.pdf) instead, this is 
[nearly always] the job of the “b” node. �e “b” node is responsible for 
having the interpretive skills and the resources to cure the “a” node, 
or move that node back into proper health. �is can be accomplished 
through any type of “task” that “travels” across the link between (or 
toward) the healthcare recipient from the healthcare provider. �e link, 
in this traditional sense, represents the intelligence, the interaction, the 
analysis, etc., of the patient’s medical condition. 

�is though, is the simplest interpretation and visually ren-
derable model of the node-and-link scenario: nodes as entities, links as 
connectivity. As was discussed earlier almost any kind of information 
can be assigned to either the node or link. �is atypical assignment of 
data usually provides value from an analysis perspective.

Importantly, we want to look deeply into preventive care 
models because node-and-link modeling can be well leveraged in this 
respect. �e collection of data from patients, and the composite feed-
back of data to patients, is the desirable cycle that may yield a pattern 
for proceeding toward better health. Aspects of preventive care also 
�gure into critical issues of healthcare provision servicing (availability, 
appropriateness of treatment, timeliness, etc.) When a patient begins 
to take on the role of self-care through preventive care the aspect of 
patient-centeredness is immensely enhanced (Leonard L. Berry, PhD, 
Kathleen Seiders, PhD, and Susan S. Wilder, MD, “Innovations in Ac-
cess to Care: A Patient-Centered Approach”). Making preventive care 
a central consideration when developing the toolset also emphasis the 
patient will have access to the data in some representational form. �is 
contributes to the need for asymmetric display in a very meaningful 
way from the design point of view. �e jargon and complexity will need 
to be pushed aside in favor of easily assessable presentations. It is likely 
that these may be just phrases of text, or simple symbols and icons that 
build habits toward improved health.
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EMPHASIS ON MEDICAL HOME PARADIGM

�e initial interface designs are to be considered on three levels. �e 
�rst is the human interface in the sense of doctor interfacing with a 
patient. �e next is an interface between a user (such as the healthcare 
provider to a device) and receiver (such as a healthcare recipient to a 
device). A third way to consider the interface is through the notion 
of data to its representation. So our concept of interface may refer to 
human-to-human; human-to-device; and machine-to-machine [device 
to device]). In order to bring a focused and rationalized approach to 
the extensive potential reach of these three areas the design latitude 
will be controlled by considerations toward/within the Medical Home 
model.  

�e Medical Home model, or more speci�cally, the Patient-
Centered Medical Home (PCMH) model provides ideal guidance under 
which to develop suggestions for a node-and-link GUI. �e Medical 
Home scenario o�ers two very important aspects: medical provider 
oversight with patient responsibilities, and preventive care attitudes 
for better health. �e speci�c de�nition of a Medical Home does vary 
however, “While the PCMH is gaining attention and popularity, trans-
forming practices have also been observed to encounter challenges. 
�e transformation toward a PCMH should not be viewed as a simple 
prescheduled set of steps in practice redesign or a ful�llment of certi�-
cation requirements in stages. Instead, it represents a long lasting com-
mitment to transformation and adaptability to patient needs.” (Trajko 
Bojadzievski, MD and Robert A. Gabbay, MD, PhD, “Patient-centered 
Medical Home and Diabetes,” Diabetes Care 34 [April 2011: 1031].)

Robert A. Berenson, et al., assert the following concerning the 
de�nition of a Patient-Centered Medical Home composition, “�ere is 
hope that primary care physician (PCP) practices, serving as medical 
homes, can bring some order to this chaos, providing a source of con-
�dence, advocacy, and coordination for patients as they encounter the 
disconnected parts and o�en daunting complexity of the health care 
system. However, various PCMH advocates have di�erent, although not 
inconsistent, expectations and emphases. For some, the concept relates 
mostly to the “patient-centered” component; for others, the most 
salient characteristics are found in improving the “system-ness” of care, 
aided by new health information technology (IT) and organizational 
structures; while still others emphasize chronic care management.” 
(Robert A. Berenson et al., “A House Is Not A Home: Keeping Patients 
at the Center of Practice Redesign,” Health A�airs 27, no. 5 [April 
2011].)

For our purposes we are well-targeted for our de�nition of 
Medical Home based on an interview with conducted with Cdr. Kevin 
Durrance at the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, 
on December 9, 2010. �e conversation touched upon a wide number 
of patient-centered medical home related ideas, including: aspects of 
existing medical practice; reactive protocols; and comparisons between 
“traditional” practice and the patient-centered medical home related 
practice. Notes from that discussion are presented in the right column,

Of particular interest was an interview In tra-
ditional practice doctors aim for minimizing, or 
reversing illness—a�er its discovery, while medi-
cal home practice focuses on preventive health—
integrated healthcare services and mind + body + 
prevention through good health practices. Again, 
existing medical practice has RNs and LPNs 
taking the vitals, while medical home patients 
take their own vitals (for such as: blood pressure, 
blood sugar, peak �ow, heart rate; as well as more 
subjective areas, such as full diet diary monitor-
ing [this can be instrumental in tracking general 
health]). Of particular interest are those areas of 
high incidence that the patient can be invested in 
to assist in prevention and illness mitigation on a 
continual basis: Diabetes, Hypertension, Obesity 
, and COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease). With existing medical practice disease 
management attempts to service the patients in 
available time frame, versus medical home prac-
tice which focuses on outcomes. In order to make 
these types of comparisons there is an interest in 
systems that support outcome quality measure-
ment, such as HEDIS (�e Healthcare E�ective-
ness Data and Information, or HEDI, is a tool 
used by more than 90% of America’s health plans 
to measure performance on important dimen-
sions of care and service); (Durrance also refer-
enced Daniel H. Pinks’ “Drive” �e Surprising 
Truth About What Motivates Us, as an example 
of what may be preventing improvements beyond 
the status quo.) Furthering the comparisons 
between existing medical practice: Doctors work 
in their own “space” such as a clinic, surrounding 
by other practitioners in their respective spaces; 
medical home practice: with exception of examin-
ing rooms, healthcare practitioners function as 
teams and are assembled as teams in shared 
spaces; patients are ideally “pre-treated” through 
could health and preventative practice; Dr. Com-
mander Durrance pointed out that there are 
associative risks with every heath care provider/
patient contact, so medical home practice permits 
these risks to be minimized through prevention, 
team analysis, and patient involvement. Existing 
medical practice has minimal o�-site, on-line, 
or distance communication (the clinic is where 
patients show up and be serviced). Medical home 
practice is ideally suited for distance communica-
tion and on-line or non-contact communications. 
Currently the NNMC site lists these areas where 
patients can communicate, schedule, and manage 
their heath care protocol.
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MEDICAL CONDITION SELECTED FOR “BACK-STORY”

In order to create a sequence of GUI presentations a storyboard  
derived from chronic and widespread health concerns in contemporary 
populace will be considered. �e medical conditions considered may 
include any of these:

1) Obesity, and/or 
2) Diabetes, and/or
3) Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

During stages of former research these areas were determined to be of 
great value as representative modeling guides because patients/recipi-
ents can greatly contribute to successful outcomes. (Cathy A. Nonas, 
MS, RD, “A Model for Chronic Care of Obesity �rough Dietary Treat-
ment,” Journal of the American Dietetic Association 98, no. 10 [October 
1998]: S16–22.) �e ability of patients to alter and track their diets is a 
valuable tool in the advancement of general care as well as the Medi-
cal Home approach. (John D. Piette, “Satisfaction with Care among 
Patients with Diabetes in Two Public Health Care Systems,” Medical 
Care 37, no. 6 [Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Stable, June 1999]: 
538–546.) New �ndings o�er new hope for patients with these type 
of conditions, concurrently, new healthcare models (such as Medi-
cal Home) involve heathcare recipients in the quest for healthfulness. 
(Judy Friesen et al., “Diets for diabetes: more choices than ever,” Patient 
Care 28, no. 15 [September 30, 1994] and Marcia M. Ward et al., 
“Physician Process and Patient Outcome Measures for Diabetes Care: 
Relationships to Organizational Characteristics,” Medical Care 42, no. 
9 [Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Stable, September 2004]: 840–850, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4640826.)

�ese medical conditions are growing at an alarming rate in the United 
States, yet diet and exercise can mitigate and reverse these conditions; 
appropriate tools and information can support patients/recipients 
in their desire to be well. (Paul Gertler and Time Simcoe, “Disease 
Management: Helping Patients [Who Don’t] Help �emselves,” [April 
2009], 3, http://people.bu.edu/tsimcoe/documents/published/Disease-
MgmtHE.pdf.) 
 
�erefore, a storyline that deals with widespread medical conditions 
within the populace, can be well addressed through a partnership of 
action on the part of both healthcare provider/recipient, and is a good 
example of the bene�ts of a Medical Home model is a most appropri-
ate one to use when modeling the suggested GUI. �e medical condi-
tions of obesity, and/or diabetes (type II), and/or Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease will be the guiding medical conditions to develop 
such a storyline.
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CONCLUSION 
A node-and-link, gesture-based, graphic user interface model support-
ing preventive healthcare practice may provide the most e�ective and 
�exible kind of healthcare provider/healthcare recipient toolset for the 
near future. Such an interface model can permit targeted delivery of 
information on one hand, and big data type analytics for analysis on 
the other: node-and-link presentations may can be approached from 
simple icon generation to immense presentation and contextual depth. 
Further opportunities to switch data through node or link orientations 
can provide insight into healthdata from  global to single patient. Such 
a tool might be the ideal way to support Medical Home type practice 
respecting chronic, widespread illness for many of today’s healthcare 
recipients: diabetes, obesity, and COPD included.  
 
NEXT STEPS

�e next step is to develop a series of suggested graphic user interface 
prototype models that are based upon factors contained in this paper. 
�ese prototypes will be presented as illustrated and text supported 
“screen-capture” sequences based upon a contrived storyline. Utilizing 
the taxonomy presented, in combination with the multiple approach-
factors as outlined in this section of the document, our goal will be 
to create a node-and-link representation that best addresses the full 
combination of considerations herein. �e storyline will be based on 
the medical condition of obesity, diabetes (type II), or COPD and will 
have a focus on preventive health. �e appropriate kind of publishing 
technologies (lap top, tablet, smartphone, etc.) will be considered and 
researched. Based upon this multiple con�gurations of the GUI may be 
presented.




